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SOME FACTS ABOUT ICELAND

You know how some kids go through weird phases where they are obsessed with Dinosaurs, or 
Egypt, or something? Well my weird obsession was Iceland. Every now and then, in order to dredge 
up old memories, I check in on the Icelandic national news site (The Iceland Monitor) in order to see 
what’s popping in everybody’s favorite geothermic hotspot.
 
Here are some of the greatest hits of the last couple of years:

Arsonists finally destroy Iceland’s Christmas goat
 Why finally? Does every Icelander on there way to the skyr 
factory or local sheep farm see the Christmas Goat and just hate 
it? Do they whisper under bated breath, “if only some brave soul 
would destroy that horrible Christmas Goat”? Were their prayers 
finally answered? 

Day of Icelandic Horse Tomorrow
 Other than the fact that I almost had an aneurism trying to 
figure out what this means, it’s actually pretty cool. The Icelandic 
horse is a fluffy gem of a horse and deserves its own national holi-
day.

Reykjavik’s most famous cat gets kidnapped
 What kind of monster kidnaps the most famous cat in Iceland? Second most famous would 
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be fine, but as soon as you go after the most famous 
cat you better believe that Reykjavik will send all two 
of its police detectives after you.

Grýla is alive and well in the mountains eating human 
sushi
 What?

Horse puts new rules for buses to the test
 So you know how Icelandic horses are great 
and deserve their own holiday? Well they also deserve 
to be allowed on buses. And now they are. 

Icelander hangs out washing in shoulder-deep snow
 Other than the fact that this is so stereotypically Icelandic, it raises some important questions. 
Why would you put your clothes out to dry in shoulder deep snow? They are just going to freeze, 
silly.

Roll in dew covered grass tonight according to Icelandic folklore
 I’m not gonna argue with this headline. 



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “Favorite March Holiday” Box 
Jax “Employee Appreciation Day” Preyer, “Managing Editor”

Zach “National Pig Day” Correia, Head Writer
Jay “St Patrick’s Day” Huff, Senior Writer

Elizabeth “National Napping Day” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Jack “Waffle Day” May, Sophomore Writer

James “Peanut Butter Lover’s Day” Whitney, Delivery Sheriff
Katie “UN French Language Day” Kerrigan, Foreign Correspon-

Isabella “Idea of March” Puccini, Senior Editor
Sophia “National Spinach Day” Menconi, Senior Editor

Charlie “Pi Day” Schweiger, Junior Editor
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-William Kelsey, Staff Newbie

YET AGAIN MEN HAVE DISAPPOINTED ME

Terminator marathon in Laugarneskirkja Church on Good Friday
 Is Arnold Schwarzenegger a Christ figure? Was his famous quote 
“I’ll be back” rife with spiritual implications? I may never know, because 
I didn’t go to this Good Friday service.

Minister Writes Crime Novel
 Please tell me this is the same Minister that held a Terminator 
marathon on Good Friday.


